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100

likes

500

followers

50

followers

unique monthly page views

AUDIENCE
Full-time employed 25-44-year-old married male sports fans
Sex:
86% are male
14% are female

Ages:
40% are between 25-34 years-old
30% are between 35-44 years-old
15% are between 45-54 years-old
9% are over 55+
6% are between 18-24 years-old

Location:
65% are from the USA
25% are from the UK
4% are from Philippines
4% are from France
1% are from Europe
1% are from the rest of the world

Marital Status:
53% are married
26% are single
11% are divorced
7% are widowed
3% are separated

Employment Status:
55% are full-time employees
14% are retired
12% are part-time employees
6% are unemployed
13% Others (students, homemakers)

Education:
34% High School Graduates
11% College Graduates
7% University Graduates
48% Other

Income:
40% earn up to £40,000
15% earn up to £30,000
22% earn up to £50,000
11% earn up to £60,000
6% earn less than £15,000
4% earn up to £100,000
2% earn over £100,000

Interests:
Top 10 Cities:
97% watch boxing on TV
27% California
72% have been boxing fans for over 10 years
24% New York
70% have attended boxing events
7% Michigan
69% bought boxing related products in last year 4% Florida
68% have participated in sports other than boxing 4% London
49% spent over £100 on boxing products in last year
45% placed bets on fights in the last 12 months
37% boxed as an amateur or for fitness and are gym members

DEMOGRAPHICS

ADVERTISING SERVICES
Boxing News Now is a brand-new website formed by Tim Rickson following the success of his other boxing news website
– British Boxing News.
The founder has experienced such accomplishment through BBN that he has now created BNN to be able to deliver
worldwide boxing news.
Already, BNN is on the mailing list for all the governing bodies, such as WBC, and all the top promoters from around the
globe, such as Golden Boy and Top Rank.
The editorial content is of the highest standard with a team of a dozen specialist writers contributing exclusive articles.
Investing into BNN is incredibly cost-effective at this very early stage of the journey and a long-term investment will pay
dividends as viewing records are broken every month as the site grows meteorically.
BNN already have a fantastic team of writers and the squad is growing daily.
Join us on the journey!

Main Header
If you are looking for the biggest impact, then this advert
space will provide that for you.
It is the first image that draws the visitors’ eye when landing
on the home page – the most visible, prominent and
attention-grabbing of all the adverts available.

Sidebar
These adverts are featured on the home page and have a very prominent position
and presence.
Because the site has been designed to retain the viewers’ attention and to encourage
readers to scroll down the pages, the click rates between these three positions do not
vary a great deal, consequently they are all very sought-after spaces, similar in cost.

Footer
Our lowest priced advert meaning there’s something to suit all budgets.

In-Content Advertising
In-Content advertising has the highest engagement and
clickthrough rates.
When the content is of high quality, it amplifies the message of
the in-content advert.

Guest Blog (Content Marketing)
BBN offer advertisers to place guest blogs with do follow links.
As an indirect form of selling, this is hugely popular with
readers and allows advertisers to receive a high amount
of clickthrough’s and return of investment.

RATES
Boxing News Now
Monthly

6 Months (10% discount) 12 Months (2 months free)

Main Header

£250

£1,350

£2,500

Sidebar 1

£100

£540

£1,000

Sidebar 2

£75

£400

£750

Sidebar 3

£60

£320

£600

Footer

£50

£270

£500

IN-CONTENT

£500

£2,700

£5,000

Social Media
Promotion

£450

£2,430

£4,500

Guest Blog

£100

£540

£1,000

Written Guest
Blog

£200

£1080

£2,000

JOIN OUR EXPANDING FAMILY

Tim Rickson – BNN Founder
T: 07951 456 457
E: bnn@trsportsagency.co.uk

